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Presentation Notes
Good morning, my name is Faith Foushee and I am currently a rising junior student at High Point University majoring in Strategic Communication. In any business or task there is always room for improvement and finding ways to make processes more efficient. This Summer I have served with RTI International’s Global Technology Solutions team, specifically along side of the Information Technology Asset Management Team. 



What I Have Learned
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PROCUREMENT 300 tickets in 
26 days!
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As my first day approached, I realized that I had no clue what I would be doing. I did not know how the role I interviewed for would work remotely, but I trusted that I would receive guidance. From day one, my goal became to absorb information like a sponge and learn as much as possible. Every task I encountered was something new and truly broadened my technical and corporate knowledge. In the beginning, I shadowed my mentor to learn about her role and how to complete tasks assigned in ServiceNow. After the first two weeks, my goal to complete tasks on my own was accomplished and I successfully completed hardware and software procurement requests. Once I gained confidence in my procurement abilities, I was ready for the challenge of software installations. I learned how to utilize Bomgar to remote into employee’s computers and successfully download the requested software. The next task included utilizing Microsoft Visio to create swim line flow charts of the hardware and software processes to evaluate their efficiency and discuss potential improvements. The flow charts laid out various steps in the processes and the key characters involved.Since June 9th, I have worked on 300 tickets in ServiceNow!



The Importance of Efficiency
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
An improvement in efficiency of ITAM’s processes will lead to RTI International employees having the materials they need to improve the human condition through their research and projects. Efficiency in ordering and deploying materials has increased in importance, especially with almost all RTI employees working remotely.ITAM receives about 4,000 tickets a year and with the current process, it takes about 2.5 weeks from the time of the request to the deployment stage. Through various solutions, the goal is to cut a week off the process resulting in about 1.5 weeks. We used the Visio flowcharts to visualize the processes and break them down, so we could think about each step and how it is accomplished in order to brainstorm potential solutions. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ideas and brainstorming are important but putting the ideas into action is where improvement begins. My manager and I met several times to discuss the charts and potential solutions with an overall goal of a more efficient method. 
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Automated Email 
Reminders

Imaging Completed 
by Vendor

Autogenerated 
Shipping and 
Return Labels

Marketplace and 
ServiceNow 
Compatibility

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Throughout our meetings some of the solutions we discussed included automated email reminders, imaging completed by the vendor, automatically generated shipping and return labels, and more compatibility between MarketPlace and ServiceNow. One step of the procurement processes involves waiting for the approver to approve or reject the submitted requisition. Sometimes approvers respond within the same day, and sometimes it takes several days. Automated email reminders would take away the extra manual steps for our team and hopefully encourage the approver to act. The automated email reminder would be sent 48 hours following the initial notification. After another 48 hours, another reminder would be sent to the approver and a backup approver. If no action is taken after another 48 hours the ticket will be closed and skipped. Next, having computers imaged by the vendor would decrease shipping time tremendously. Currently, if a laptop is ordered, the vendor must ship the laptop to RTI’s main campus to be imaged and then the team will ship the materials to the user. If the vendor completes the imaging process, then the materials can be shipped directly from the vendor to the user which decreases the inbetween time. Shipping and return labels are presently created manually through FedEx or UPS portals where the receiver’s information is entered. Automatically generated shipping and return labels would speed up the shipping process and eliminate this extra step. Lastly, creating a more compatible space between ServiceNow and MarketPlace would greatly reduce the time it takes to transfer information. Currently, the process includes several steps of copying and pasting information from one site to the other. Compatibility between the two sites would speed up the time it takes to create and submit requisitions, resulting in a quicker ordering process.
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I would like to acknowledge all the people who made a significant impact on me this Summer. Krista Dennis, thank you for being a phenomenal mentor and taking the time to ensure I was confident in my tasks. I appreciate your patience and how you were always being available to answer questions or provide support. Sean Wuensch, thank you for helping me ensure my goals were reached and challenging me through various tasks. Also, thank you for all the opportunities you provided me to learn and grow. To the rest of the ITAM team, thank you for including and assisting me with various projects. It was a pleasure to meet all of you and get to know you personally over the Summer!Additionally I would like to thank the University Collaboration Office for all their hard work in transitioning to a remote internship program. The internship has been such a meaningful experience and I look forward to staying connected!
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